Pickup Tailgate Brackets
Additional Links

Quickly and easily add length to any Roll-A-Ramp® in 1 foot
increments, using the tools provided with the ramp. Sections
are completely assembled ready to put on. Your ramp never
becomes obsolete & is a lifetime system. Use with Positive
Lock Pins™ to quickly separate
ramp into smaller sections.
#31122 1 foot of 12" Links
sold as pairs
#31262 1 foot of 26" Links
#31302 1 foot of 30" Links

Positive Lock Pins

Positive Lock Pins™ can be used to replace the special bolts
holding all Roll-A-Ramp® links together. Simply put any place
there is a yellow cover. Recommended with any ramp length,
popular also for home modular systems. Simply separate off
a short piece of the ramp for use
as a portable ramp, then quickly
put back on making it a full system
again! The easily removed pins
allow any Roll-A-Ramp® to fit your
exact needs.
#3250

Positive Lock Pins
Sold as each

Center Support Stands
Recommended for ramp lengths over 12 feet. Easily mounted
to the side rails from underneath, they add stability to your
Roll-A-Ramp® when a longer ramp is needed or
required. Simply lift ramp from lower base of
stand leaving upper piece attached
for portability. Ramp can still be
rolled up.
#3612

Center Support Stands

Seg Mount Brackets

Brackets easily rivet or screw to tailgate, any surface where
you need a little extra holding power.
Popular for loading into pickups. Low
profile does not interfere with normal use.
#3415

Pickup Tailgate Bracket

Approach Plates
Order extra plates for when you want to separate a ramp into
shorter sections. This allows you to have 2 or more complete
ramp systems. Longer home modular systems can have a short
piece removed for a portable ramp, and then put back on to
once again have a full system.
#A45237-12
#A45237-26
#A45237-30

Low Van Entry Plate
These special approach plates replace the standard ones, are
load bearing and designed for use when you need to place the
end of the ramp directly on the landing surface; threshold, van
sill, etc. Helps to maximize the usable ramp length and also
give the most clearance for vans.
#3212
#3226
#3235

12" pair of Low Van Entry Plates
26" Low Van Entry Plate
30" Low Van Entry Plate

26'' Approach Plate for a 30'' Ramp
Load bearing upper Approach Plate replacement allows a 30”
Roll-A-Ramp® to fit a 26” opening. The safety fence guides the
chair through the door.
#3220

This pair of brackets allow for easy mounting to any landing
surface. The ramp’s approach plate simply slips in & removes
in seconds. Brackets not necessary for
all applications & are optional. Using
these your ramp can be installed to be
level with the surface of your landing.
#3150

12" pair of Approach 		
Plates
26" Approach Plate
30" Approach Plate

Seg Mount Bracket
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26" Approach Plate for
30" ramps

ALL RAMPS ARE BI-FOLDED FOR VEHICLE MOUNTED APPLICATIONS
Bi-Fold Systems are the same superior quality Roll-A-Ramp® used in a bi-fold fashion.
Compatible for most full size or mini-van applications.

Manual Bi-Fold Systems
No conversions or vehicle modifications needed. May
use your existing vehicle. Easily operated economical
alternative to conversions. Complete system includes
mounting bracket, ramp and wheeled lower entry plate.
Ramp easily removes for use as a portable ramp.
#AFM Full Size Manual
Bi-Fold System 30"
#MFM Mini-Van Manual
Bi-Fold System 26"

12" Universal Van Mount Brackets

Spacers

Used for mounting the 12” Roll-A-Ramp® pair set into the side
door of most vans. Brackets bolt to floor, and ramps may be
quickly removed with the Positive
Lock Pins® included.

Spacers are used with the 12” pair. Spacers provide security
by getting the ramp width the same.
Spacers easily snap into place on the
ramp’s safety rails.

Order #3224 (Universal)
#3124 (Full-Size Van)

The Spacers are sold as each
#3380
8" wide Spacer
#3350
5" wide Spacer
#3320
2" wide Spacer

Bariatric Ramp System™
The Roll-A-Ramp® design easily supports
itself on its edge while you roll it up.
You do not need to hold or
balance the ramp as you
get it ready to be placed or
put into storage!

The exploding Bariatric market is increasing the demand for
stronger products. Today’s wheelchairs are getting much
heavier creating the need for a stronger ramp. Roll-A-Ramp®
is the DME solution to the Bariatric market.
The OmegaTrac™ & Heavy Off Road style chairs require the
Roll-A-Ramp®. The 12” Pair system supports 2,000 lbs. of
distributed weight & each 8 foot section weighs only 25 lbs!
Sturdy enough to handle years of rugged
use in Bariatric & rough use industrial
applications.

No other portable ramp is
as easy to handle.
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